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Honoring ATF’s Fallen
By Chief Tara Chipman, Executive Secretariat Division, Office of Public and Governmental 
Affairs

During National Police Week 2020, despite the many challenges created by COVID-19, Acting Director Lombardo and the 
Executive Team felt that it was critical for ATF to continue our annual tradition of honoring Law Enforcement Officers and our 
Fallen by holding the 24th Annual Memorial Ceremony, using technology and the problem-solving skills of ATF employees to 
keep participants and viewers safe.

Since the auditorium was off limits due to social distancing, the Acting Director moved the event outdoors to the Headquarters 
portico, holding it at dusk.  

Associate Deputy Director Marvin Richardson began the event, followed by Acting Director Lombardo, who delivered brief 
remarks.

The traditional roll call was conducted by each Assistant Director, who came to the podium to read their share of the names of 
ATF’s Fallen, with Associate Deputy Director Richardson and then Acting Director Lombardo concluding the reading. Upon 
completion, each Assistant Director, the Associate Deputy Director, and the Acting Director laid red roses in the center of ATF’s 
Memorial Wall as dusk fell.

continued on page 3

Acting Director 
Lombardo and 

Associate Deputy 
Director Richard-
son honor ATF’s 
Fallen at the 24th 
Annual Memorial 
Ceremony. (photo 
courtesy Carolyn 
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Inside ATF welcomes your articles, pictures, and ideas. 
Please send in your articles via email, written in Micro-
soft Word. Photos should be submitted as .jpg files, at the 
highest possible resolution. If you have questions about ar-
ticle submission, please contact the Acting Editor at karen.
bishop@atf.gov or at the address below.    

Editor, Inside ATF
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
Executive Secretariat, 5.S 
99 New York Avenue, Northeast 
Washington, DC  20226

Note: We reserve the right to edit submissions. We cannot 
guarantee the use of all submissions. Original photographs 
and/or artwork will be returned only upon request.

Electronic Distribution of Inside ATF to Retirees

Retirees and employees who are retiring soon can sign up 
here to receive a PDF copy of Inside ATF. We welcome 
your feedback and ideas on how we can do better. If you 
experience any issues with Inside ATF, or need to request 
a back issue, please contact us at tara.chipman@atf.gov.   
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FALLEN, from page 1

Right: Flowers at the ATF Memorial Wall; 
Below: Lowering the flag. (photos courtesy 

Carolyn Wallace, PGA)

Clockwise from above: PGA’s 
Digital Media Division preps 
for filming; OPRSO AD Celi-
nez Nunez conducts roll call; 
Flowers at the Waco Memo-
rial; HRPD AD Steve Gerido 
observes a moment of silence; 

Acting Director Lombardo, 
ADD Richardson, and FO 

AD Tom Chittum during roll 
call. (photos courtesy Carolyn 

Wallace, PGA)
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Wellness and Your Security Clearance 
By Chief Matt Varisco, Personnel Security Division, Office of Professional Responsibility 
and Security Operations
We all experience stress on a daily basis. Being emotionally and mentally healthy is everyone’s responsibility. ATF strongly 
encourages you to actively seek help when needed and to be well. Mental health treatment and counseling, in and of itself, 
is not a reason to revoke your security clearance or deny continued access eligibility. 

The e-QIP was revised to clarify the language relating to mental health conditions and security risks. Not all counseling has 
to be disclosed. Circumstances that would need to be reviewed by a trained adjudicator are:

 • Court or administrative agency orders to seek treatment or declaration of incompetence

 • Hospitalization for treatment of a mental health disorder or a health condition that substantially adversely affects  
 a person’s judgment, reliability, or trustworthiness

Even if you have a reportable situation, the adjudicators take a whole-person approach by looking at the totality of you as a 
person before making an eligibility determination. 

We all need support sometimes. The ATF family actively supports one another, so you should never hesitate to reach out to 
co-workers, supervisors, or ATF-provided services such as the Employee Assistance Program and/or the Business Health 
Solutions for help. 

To listen to the in-depth Personnel Security Division podcast click here. 

To view the podcast transcript click here. 

Be Vigilant in 2020 - Tips for May   
By Staff, Office of Professional Responsibility and Security Operations
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Cool Heads in the Houston Heat
By Special Agent Nicole Strong, Public Information Officer, Houston Field Division
Although it’s often hot and humid in Houston, Texas, the Special Agents of the Houston Field Division remain cool, calm, 
and collected as they carry out their crime-fighting missions. 

Two division members recently commended for their actions in the heat of the moment are Special Agents Taji Muttalib 
and Darnell Smith.

Special Agents Muttalib and Smith were involved in a critical incident on February 17, 2019, when they were robbed and 
assaulted at gunpoint during an undercover operation. 

Using their street smarts and cool heads, they made decisions that saved their lives and prevented a terrible situation from 
becoming catastrophic.

Of the eight defendants charged in conjunction with these crimes, one has been convicted and received more than 13 years 
in Federal prison; the remaining are pending judicial action.

In June 2020, the courageous response by Special Agents Muttalib and Smith was acknowledged by the 100 Club, which 
named them as 2020 Law Enforcement Heroes, and by the Houston Chronicle, which recently featured their great story. 

As an elite law enforcement organization, ATF works hard to offer a variety of professional and personal development re-
sources to employees, ranging from training courses, practical exercises, and on-the-job training, just to name a few. That’s 
why Inside ATF is introducing a new quarterly article, “Off the Shelf,” hoping we can offer readers a selection of reader-
recommended books spanning topics such as leadership, mentorship, training, and collaboration. 

If you’d like to recommend and review a professional book that helped you grow as an employee, leader, team member, 
trainer, partner (and so on) contact the Inside ATF editor for an “Off the Shelf” article template. 

Let us know what you think about this new feature by sharing your comments.

Introducing “Off the Shelf”
By Karen Bishop, Writer-Editor, Executive Secretariat Division, Office of Public and Gov-
ernmental Affairs

ATF is active on social media!  Come visit us! 
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Off the Shelf - The Five Dysfunctions of a Team 
By Special Agent Jim Balthazar, Public Information Officer, Special Operations Division

continued on page 7

The great motivational speaker, Charlie “Tremendous” Jones, often said: “You will be the same person in five years as you 
are today except for the people you meet and the books you read.” I couldn’t agree more.

What you read influences your development in all areas of your life: your intellectual growth, your relationships, your 
hobbies, and, of course, your career. Bearing that in mind, I am honored to help the team at Inside ATF with this inaugural 
review article.

Enjoy!

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team by Patrick Lencioni

One of my favorite aspects to Lencioni’s books is that he 
writes what he calls “business fables.” His books are fiction-
al stories that use characters in various business settings to 
illuminate the principles he is trying to convey. Because of 
this, the books are more enjoyable to read than a typical non-
fiction book.

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team takes place in a technol-
ogy start-up company in the Silicon Valley. The story focuses 
on the company’s executive leadership team and shows their 
many problematic behaviors and attitudes that are common in 
most workplace teams.

“Politics is when people choose their 
words and actions based on how they 

want others to react rather than based on 
what they really think.” 

The company is struggling in the marketplace and falling be-
hind its competition in several key areas… until a new Chief 
Executive Officer is hired who brings a radical new approach 
to team-building to the company.  

This new leader encourages the team members to be more 
open and forthright with each other, celebrates their produc-
tive conflict over important issues, and holds them account-
able when they fail to follow through with the team’s plan.

Disclaimer: Commercial entities, applications, products, or websites identified in this article are provided as examples or 
to adequately describe a concept. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by ATF, nor 
is it intended to imply that the entities, applications, authors, or websites are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

Visit The Table Group                    
for more information about          

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team.
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DYSFUNCTIONS, from page 6

Lencioni’s story is an outline of the five critical steps in-
volved in creating a high-producing team inside an organi-
zation. Through reading the story and witnessing the chang-
es in the characters, the readers learn how to begin to effect 
positive change in their own organization.

At the conclusion of the business fable is a shorter non-fic-
tion section. This section directly outlines the concepts that 
were demonstrated throughout the story. This two-part for-
mat (a fictional story followed by a non-fictional overview 
of the lessons) is an extremely effective way of delivering 
Lencioni’s teaching points.

The principles outlined in this book are universally applica-
ble among teams. Rank and position have no bearing here.

Whether you are a new member of a small team in a field 
office or a senior leader on an executive team in headquar-
ters, all of these lessons apply. This book will show you 
how to raise your team to the next level, and help lead your 
entire organization to greater success!

“Trust is knowing that when a team 
member does push you, they’re doing it 

because they care about the team.”

About the Author: Patrick Lencioni

Pat is the pioneer of the organizational health movement. 
He is the President of The Table Group, which consults with 
executive and leadership teams from businesses, schools, 
churches, sports teams, and even military organizations.

He is the author of a dozen books that have sold over 6 mil-
lion copies and been translated into more than 30 languages. 
His best-selling book to date is The Five Dysfunctions of a 
Team, which outlines the key principles to building high-
performing teams in any organization.

Watch Pat Lencioni speak about his book.
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Performance Management: Why Is It Important? 
By Firearms Enforcement Officer Eve Eisenbise, Detailee, Office of Strategic Management
In 2019, I was selected to attend the DOJ Leadership Excellence & Achievement 
Program (LEAP) Program and completed my developmental assignment (detail) 
in the Office of Strategic Management. I was assigned to work on the Perfor-
mance Management Index update, which is reviewed on a three-year cycle.  

Throughout my career I’ve worked in many industries, including military, law 
enforcement, media, firearms, banking, and a few more. In each role, I’ve always 
been able to do something that leaves the place just a little better than I found it. 

Lately, I’ve been wondering what that’s going to be in my current role as a Fire-
arms Enforcement Officer (FEO) in ATF’s Firearms & Ammunition Technology 
Division (FATD). Career advancements for employees in career series 1801 who 
aren’t Industry Operations Investigators are very limited outside of my small 
division, which has left me struggling to find a way to grow professionally with 
ATF as I enter the seventh year in my current position.

I think the cliché applies in saying that I chose something “outside my comfort 
zone.” Being in a comfort zone is usually what makes me want to move on from 
a job, and all of my notable accomplishments have started by doing something 
that kind of scared me at the start.  However, performance management and 
strategic planning were never really important to me, mostly because I rarely 
thought about my role in it.

This update project appealed to me because it could be a way for me to benefit my home division, while allowing me to 
interact with all facets of the organization. I also liked that I was able to experience the Performance Management Index 
review from two different perspectives, as a team member of the Performance Management Index update and as the point 
of contact/subject matter expert for my division, simultaneously contributing to the project in both roles. I saw this as an 
opportunity to put my division on the map when it comes to ATF strategic planning.  

At first I had to absorb how much really goes in to running our whole agency and adjust to thinking from a broader, agency-
level perspective. The work on this project has made me feel like I have an impact on the big picture and has given me a 
sense of my place in it. Given the opportunity to interact with so many talented and interesting people, I’ve also gained a 
greater appreciation of how in-depth the work really is in our different directorates, which has also given me a greater ap-
preciation of the overall agency.

FEO Eisenbise conducting 
silencer tests. (photo courtesy 

FEO Eisenbise)

Many employees go about their jobs without knowing where they fit in the stra-
tegic plan and how important every one of us is in the big picture. It’s important 
for the agency to engage all employees, at all levels, in an understanding of their 
active role in the agency’s success and how they can impact it.  

I started out looking for two things that might seem somewhat contradictory – a 
way to contribute to the improvement of my division and a way to promote my 
own professional career progress, which will likely mean moving away from my 
division. 

I think I’ve been able to accomplish a little of both while also gaining a broader 
understanding of our ATF mission and how performance management serves to 
strengthen accountability through transparency in the monitoring of our progress 
and priorities.

continued on page 9

FEO Eisenbise with Japanese 99 
Type machinegun in the Nation-
al Firearms Collection. (photo 

courtesy FEO Eisenbise)
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FEO Eisenbise representing FATD at 
the 2017 SHOT Show in Las Vegas. 

(photo courtesy FEO Eisenbise)

PERFORMANCE, from page 8

What I learned about the importance of performance management is that it en-
courages the needed collaborative conversations across the agency about our 
priorities for meeting strategic and operational goals. 

We’ll be better at accomplishing the mission if we are aligned in this effort 
rather than only measuring progress in individual directorates and setting per-
formance goals in a separate or fragmented manner.

Need help?  Here’s how to get it:

If you or someone you know is thinking about suicide, call:

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline                                                              1-800-273-TALK
TTY: 800-799-4TTY (4998)
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
The Lifeline is a network of crisis centers committed to suicide prevention and located in com-
munities across the country.

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)                                                                1-800-327-2251
www.bhssolutions.org
ATF employees and their family members can call EAP’s toll free number 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week. EAP is a free, confidential counseling and referral program for ATF employees, loved ones, 
and family members.

Safe Call Now                                                                       1-206-459-3020 or 1-877-230-6060
www.safecallnow.org
Safe Call Now provides public safety employees (including support staff too) and their family 
members nationwide with a simple and confidential way to ask for help. Staffed by officers, former 
law enforcement officers, and public safety professionals, Safe Call Now is a safe place to turn to 
get help from individuals who understand the demands of a law enforcement career. Call 911 if you 
or someone you know is in immediate danger.
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Tips for LEOs: Coping with Stress and Isolation dur-
ing COVID-19
By Special Agent Lenny Codispot, Intergovernmental Affairs Division, Office of Public and 
Governmental Affairs

These are especially tough times for Law Enforcement Officers (LEO) and their families, with an endless stream of bad 
news about law enforcement, anti-police protests, mass shootings, and the increased threat of terrorism. The fear and isola-
tion of working in this atmosphere adds to the unique challenges already faced by LEOs and their families. 

Reaching out to each other doesn’t need to be expensive or complicated. There are many ways to connect in the modern era, 
which makes it easier to maintain our relationships and sanity in these trying times. The use of technology can help alleviate 
the everyday stress and isolation of the COVID-19 pandemic.

While looking for ways to stay connected and reduce stress, I came across the following tips for LEOs and their families, 
which I found very helpful1:

1. Reduce anxiety: You can diminish anxiety by distinguishing between what you and family members can and can’t control, 
such as beliefs, actions, thoughts, ethics, or professionalism. By reducing our own anxiety, we can influence others through 
communication and negotiation. 

2. Respond rather than react: Reactions tend to be emotional, immediate, and intense, and they are often fueled by fear 
or anger. Reactions create trouble because they are reflexive rather than well thought-out. Emotions are normal, and it is 
important to talk about them, but it is best to do so calmly, fairly, and with support for those around you, which mitigates 
reactivity and protects relationships.

3. Take the long view: There have been previous periods of unrest and hostility toward law enforcement. It can feel like the 
stressful times will never end, but we know they will. Agencies worldwide are working to build better relationships with the 
public. For families, learning the facts about LEO safety, along with learning positive self-talk and self-soothing skills, can 
reduce anxiety about the present situation.

4. Take the big view: Police often underestimate the support and respect they have in their communities. Sometimes, the 
frustration and anger displayed by communities is in reaction to a specific event, but doesn’t necessarily reflect the overall 
picture. 

5. Use caution with social media and blogs: Although technology is great for connecting people, families should be aware 
of the amount of time they and their children spend online, and limit it when necessary. Monitor what children do on the 
Internet and help them think critically about what they read. Think about using privacy settings for safer social media use. 

6. Teach self-care: It’s hard to think clearly or make wise, healthy decisions when in a state of tension, so help each other 
identify signs of stress. Exercise is a great medicine, so families should consider increasing their activity, whether as a fam-
ily, with a friend, or by yourself.

7. Emphasize positivity: Talk with each other about ways to be realistic, but positive. Find ways to deal constructively with 
negativity that might be encountered.

8. Address children’s concerns: Often, we need to help our children distinguish between possibility and probability. It is 
possible that a law enforcement parent could get hurt on the job, but not probable, as most LEOs go to work and come home 
safely every day. Young children are most concerned with issues of separation and safety, while older kids, especially ado-
lescents, are sensitive to being in the spotlight.

Building stronger and more resilient families leads to stronger and more resilient LEOs who feel supported both at work and 
at home. Take care of yourself and each other.

Additional information can be found in On-line Education, Resources, and Support for Law Enforcement Families: Final 
Report, by Lorraine Green and Ellen Kirschman.

1 These eight concepts are adapted from Ellen Kirschman’s I Love a Cop: What Police Families Need to Know.
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This Month in IGA:
  COVID-19 Resources for Law Enforcement 

By ATF Intergovernmental Affairs Division

As COVID-19 continues to disrupt the operations of numerous occupations, so too does it affect the law enforce-
ment community. However, there are many great tools provided by public safety associations which can assist ATF 
Special Agents and supervisors in addressing issues and challenges specific to the policing profession.  

The Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) has been releasing “Daily COVID-19 Reports” highlighting a vari-
ety of topics and issues affecting law enforcement during the pandemic, such as how the virus has affected police 
operations, hate crimes against minority communities, and changes to training programs. In addition, many of the 
reports include interviews conveying the unique perspectives of law enforcement leaders from around the country 
who are managing the response to these issues. To view past COVID-19 reports and other resources, please visit 
PERF.

The National Police Foundation (NPF) launched a ‘Real-Time COVID-19 Law Enforcement Impact Situational 
Awareness Dashboard’ to help law enforcement leaders better assess and monitor the impacts COVID-19 is hav-
ing on law enforcement agencies across the United States. The dashboard tracks workforce impacts, including the 
number of Officers unable to work/placed in off-duty status due to possible or confirmed exposure and/or due to 
experiencing symptoms of illness; the number of Officers that have been tested and diagnosed; and personal pro-
tective equipment needs and projections. To learn more, please visit the NPF.

The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) has created a webpage dedicated to aiding law enforce-
ment in learning more about COVID-19 and about how agencies can prepare a response. To view the resources 
available, please visit the IACP.

ATF Intergovernmental Affairs Division (IGA) is charged with promoting ATF by engaging stakeholders within 
the fire, law enforcement, and criminal investigative communities. For more information on any of the topics dis-
cussed, please contact IGA through Acting Chief John Wells.
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In Memoriam
It is with sorrow and gratitude for our retirees’ service

 that we share the sad news recently received.

Eugene T. Rossides

Gene Rossides passed away on May 16, 2020, at his home in Maryland. While serving as Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury Department, Gene played a leading role in establishing ATF as an independent Bureau on July 1, 1972. 

That same year, he appointed the first women as Federal Law Enforcement Officers in the Secret Service, paving 
the way for women to become ATF Special Agents. A respected Federal employee, political and legal expert, and 

professional author, Gene was the epitome of a public servant. 

Celestino R. Vargas

Tony Vargas of Tucson, Arizona, passed away on May 18, 2020, following a severe stroke. As a decorated veteran 
of the Vietnam War and former San Antonio Police Officer, Tony brought many valuable law enforcement skills 

and experiences to his work as an ATF Special Agent. Tony retired as the Resident Agent in Charge of the McAllen 
Field Office in Texas.

Jeffrey P. Sarnacki 

Jeff Sarnacki passed away at home on May 20, 2020. After beginning his career with the Federal Burea of In-
vestigation, Jeff transferred to ATF in 1989, as a Special Agent in the Detroit Field Division. As a Certified Fire 
Investigator and National Response Team member, Jeff participated in many high visibility missions, including 
the response to the Oklahoma City bombing in 1995. During his award-winning career, Jeff served in multiple 

leadership roles, including Resident Agent in Charge of the Salt Lake City Field Office; Chief of the Violent Crime 
Intelligence Division; Special Assistant to the Director; National Coordinator of ESF-13; and, while detailed to the 

White House Homeland Security Counsel, Director of Law Enforcement Response Policy.

Jerry C. Neal 

Jerry Neal passed away peacefully at his home in Florida on May 22, 2020. Following service with the United 
States Army and as a West Virginia State Trooper, Jerry became an exceptional ATF Special Agent. His colleagues 
considered him a man of great integrity, a good friend, and an extraordinary mentor. His empathy and leadership 
skills were recognized by ATF leadership, who selected Jerry for tours of duty as Resident Agent in Charge in West 

Virginia, Florida, and Arizona. 

John W. Geymann 

John Geymann of Beaufort, South Carolina, passed away on May 23, 2020. After two years with the United States 
Marine Corps, which included service in Vietnam, John spent 18 years with Eastern Airlines before becoming a 

United States Customs Inspector in 1988. In 2002, he joined ATF as an Intelligence Analyst, serving six years with 
the Detroit Intelligence Group before retiring in 2008.
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Recent Retirements

Submitted by Human Resources Division, Benefits and Workforce Flexibilities Branch

Employee Position Location Govt. Service
Fry, Sheila A. Special Agent Canine Handler Falls Church I Field Office, Washington FD 27
Jacobsen, Brooks D. Special Agent Canine Handler San Diego I Field Office, Los Angeles FD 31
Peterson-Wheeler, Betty L. Intelligence Program Specialist Criminal Intelligence Division, OSII 31
Robinson, Donald G. Special Agent in Charge Philadelphia Field Division 32
Sanchez, Kent J. Area Supervisor Seattle II Area Office, Seattle Field Division 30
Sullivan, Neeta L. Special Agent Crime Gun Intel Center, Atlanta Field Division 35

Recent Moves
Employee From To
De Tineo, Kristen E. Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Division Special Agent in Charge, Chicago Field Div
Dominguez, Raymond I. Special Agent, Glendale V Field Office, Los Angeles Field Div RAC, Los Angeles I FO, Los Angeles FD
Frazier, Kelly J. Program Manager, Intergovernmental Affairs Division, PGA Group Supervisor, Miami Grp VIII, Miami FD
Lang, Timothy M. Area Supervisor, Nashville II Field Office, Nashville Field Div Deputy Chief, Ldrshp & Prof Dev Div, HRPD
Milledge-Brown, Regina Program Mgr, Industry Ops, Public Affairs Division, PGA Area Supervisor, Mobile II FO, NOFD
Morrow, Robert S. Assistant Special Agent in Charge, Washington Field Division Special Agent in Charge, Louisville Field Div
Panoke IV, William I. Program Manager, Crime Gun Intelligence Center, OSII Deputy Chief, Criminal Intelligence Div, OSII
Rosenthal, Steven H. Director of Industry Operations, Miami Field Division Chief, National Firearms Act Division, EPS
Shaw, Walter, W. Program Manager, Training Accreditation Chief, Fire & Arson Invest Br, NCETR

Positions listed are management/supervisory positions only.  Submitted by Human Resources Information Center, Systems Administration Br

Employee Position Location
Adams, Maria C. Administrative Support Assistant Houston, Texas

Barwick, Steven D. Budget Analyst (Field) Detroit, Michigan

Creese, Shawna M. Intelligence Research Specialist Washington, DC

Finley, Rennie A. Investigative Analyst St. Louis, Missouri

Gonzales, Desiree M. Investigative Analyst Phoenix, Arizona

Guy, Adam W. Architect Washington, DC

Hatch, Mary M. Architect Washington, DC

Novacek, Kelsey B. Information Technology Specialist Washington, DC

Pike, Andrew S. Firearm and Toolmark Examiner Atlanta, Georgia

Rivera, Norberto Fingerprint Specialist Atlanta, Georgia

Spada, John V. Investigative Analyst Providence, Rhode Island

Tan, Pei Architect Washington, DC
Submitted by Human Resources Information Center, Systems Administration Branch

New Hires, Welcome to ATF!


